
English for educators and administrative staff – A2

Preparation

This course focuses on improving English language abilities of teachers and administrators and
on teaching English as a modern foreign language. This course is especially designed for
teachers and administrative staff whose confidence in English language is not great and who
have had much training in English. The course will develop their productive and receptive skills
in English, will boost their knowledge of vocabulary and improve their knowledge of grammar
(level A2 of Common European Framework of Reference for Languages). This will be taught
using the most modern methodologies thus giving the participants a chance to develop
methodologies in their own teaching. Teachers of other subjects than English are welcome as
they might consider English as advantageous for furthering their career. The course introduces
new methodologies applicable across the curriculum.

Participants complete a detailed questionnaire before the course starts to indicate their level of
experience and training. They also prepare a presentation on the system of education in their
country and/or about their school.

  Learning Outcomes

After the course the trainee

- can understand sentences and frequently used expressions related to areas of most
immediate relevance (e.g. very basic personal and family information, shopping, local
geography, employment).

- can communicate in simple and routine tasks requiring a simple and direct exchange of
information on familiar and routine matters.

- can describe in simple terms aspects of his/her background, immediate environment and
matters in areas of immediate need

- will improve their language skills at A2 level of Common European Framework of
Reference for Languages

  Other learning outcomes

- Improvement of the level of key competences and skills
- strengthened professional profile of the teaching professions;
- positive and long-lasting effects on the trainees involved
- increased capacity to cooperate on international level
- practical ideas for classroom
- enhanced intercultural awareness;
- internationalisation at the level of education
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    -  broader understanding of practices, policies and systems in education;  
    -  encouragement of sharing best practices, ideas and materials between colleagues within
the EU   
    -  improvement of teaching and learning of languages and promotion the EU's broad
linguistic diversity and intercultural awareness   
    -  improved abilities to use innovative and student-centred pedagogical approaches and to
develop appropriate assessment and certification methods, based on learning outcomes   
    -  boosted confidence in teaching subjects in English, improved teachers’ mobility

- ability to use ICT-based teaching and assessment practices
- acquisition of practical language to be used in the classroom.
- heightened awareness of different classroom techniques.
- Acquisition of new techniques, ideas, sources of materials.

  Methodology

The course will integrate several different styles of instruction, primarily in order to give the
participants practical experience with each. The basic approach will be the communicative
approach which stresses the ability to use English as a tool for communication.

  Follow-up

Participants will complete a workbook either for their personal reference which they can update
on their return home.

A course manual will be provided.

A mailing list of participants will be created in order to exchange ideas/experiences.

  Modules

- Module 1 - Present Simple and continuous
- Module 2 - Comparative and superlative
- Module 3 - Past Simple and Continuous
- Module 4 - Present Perfect
- Module 5 - going to and will for predictions and future events and spontaneous decisions
- Module 6 - Adverbs of frequency and manner
- Module 7 – modal verbs (have to/ need to for obligation, be able to, must for deduction)
- Module 8 – present simple passive
- Module 9 – when/while/as soon as/1st conditional
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- Module 10 / used to + verb

  Vocabulary

- Restaurants and leisure venues
- Personality, biographical information, families
- Buildings and monuments
- Weather
- Clothes and accessories
- Travel and tourism
- Work and careers
- Hobbies, sports and interests
- Education
- Life changes and events
- Political systems and change
- Animals
- Descriptions of people, health, fitness and illnesses
- Types of music and concerts
- Household equipment
- City Tour
- Systems of Education

5 days
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